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RESULTS O]F THE RESEARCH OF CHILDREN BEGGARY IN SERBIA

This article will mostly focus on the results of the research of children beggary in Serbia, which has

been lndertaken by the institution of the Protector of Citizens/Ombudsrnan in cooperation with an

NGO - Youth Integration Centre, an organization well-known both in Serbia and in the entire

region by its,,shelter for skeet Children" proiect, and beggary is just the thing many of these

children do.

The research included expelts working in Social Welfare institutions (Centres for Social Work and

institutions for the accommodation of children), poJice administrations and non-govemrnental

orgarizaltons, as well as a number of chjldren begging in the sueets and their parents.

In the data collection and analysis, we have used the quantitative and qualitative approach. Data

collection techniques included surveys, and group (focus group) and individual interviews.

The quantitative analysis used the descriptive statistics method and the qualitative analysis used

the open-ended answers method and both of them included the total of 182 questionnaires. The

total nurnber of institutions completing the questionnaires included, as follows: 91 social welfare

institutions, 81 police administrations and stations and 10 non-governmental organizationsl.

The qualitative analysis was executed on the transcripts of six group interuiews with children

begging in the streets (two in Belgrade, Novi Sad and Nis, respectively), on the Uanscripts of
individual interviews with children begging in the streets and the transcripts of 6 group interviews
with the employees in state institutions, organizations and NGOs.

This is the fust comprehensive research in Serbia dealing with the children included in the life

and/ or work in the streets, including the children begging for living. This research has helped us
reach conclusions on the basis of which we have deterrnined the top-priority problems, which are,
at the same time, challenges placed before public authorities, related to the suppression and
prevention of children beggary in the Republic of Serbia. In short, these problems can be defined,
as follows:

1 Frofi the territary of Serbia uithout autonornous pr@)i ces: 44 police admitlistrctions a cl statiofis, 49 social welfare irLstitrLtions and foe
1nn-8ooenune1ta1or8anizatio| ls;1a1thetetorofAPvojoodina:37police4d1i|1istfat ion5andstatiot ls,42sociaI10eLfare|st i t fos0fdfue
on-gooeulfie htl orIa izqtiotts
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uttd therefore, the lack of understanding of the notion and

significance of children beggary - the lack of legal definition of the notion'

The notion of children beggary is non-existent in the Serbian legislation because these regulettions

include no norms defininl; the word ,,beggary", and children beggary is not separated from adult

beggary.

in the regulations of the Republic of Serbia, beggary appeals as a manner of perpetuating an offence

(commuial, against the public order and peace, etc); as a goal of perpetrating a crime (hrrman

trafficking, neglect and abuse of minors); and as a manner in which a forbidden action is performed

against another person (parental rights' abuse). Children beggary, unlike the general notion of

biggary, can only be recognized in the part referring to the crirninal offence of Neglect and ltbuse

of 
-Minors, 

where childr,:n beggary is listed as one of the potential goals of child coercion

performed by an adult.

As a consequence, there is no consensus among the experts deaiing with children, or among the

competent state systems and the non-governmental sector, on the mamer of acting and protecting

in cases o{ children beggery, there is no agreement on the meaning of the notion of beggary and,

especially, on what does the notion of children beggaty include, i.e. which activities of children

whose life and work are slreet-related can be included in the notion of beggary.

The following stereotypical image is dominant a young (mostly Roma) child, who is physiically,

medically and educationa.lly neglected, alone or accompanied by, in most cases, an older child or

an adult female person, vr'ho extends his/her hand and/or sings or plays an instrument tuying to

awake compassion or pity of passers-by in order to obtain money from them.

The manner in which children who beg define begging is extremely different from the attiturles of

the adults dealing with such children. Children make a difference between ,,working" and

,,beggtng", Washing car r,vindows, selling flowers, helping drivers find a parking spot collecting

waste materials (cardboard, paper, copper), singing and playing an instrument in public transport

or in public places - all th.is is regarded as work by these children.

Nevertheless, begging is not work, but undesired behaviour which is necessary in order to provide

basic existential means.

2. The lack of records ancl data on the characteristics and ptesence of children beggary

No state authority system keeps records on this social occurrence, and, especially, there eLre no

systematic and comprehensive records of children whose life and work are connected with the

street and who beg in the streets. The social welJare system and the police are the only ones who

have access to indirect clata (through contacts with other bodies and institutions, irrformation

obtained frorn the citizens, from the children begging and their parents and relatives), thelefore,
unforturately, one can only speaks of assumptions and rough estimates.

By using ali the above szLid data sources, 35 social welfare institutions have determined fil.at 225

children participated in begging in 2010.

According to those data, :i half o{ children included in begging activities are 10 to 14 years oid, and
as much as 45% oI thosr: children is between one and ten years old. Begging children tend to
gravitate towards large cities and regional centres, such as Belgrade, Novi Sad and Nis, and they
also rnigrate towards touist centres depending on the time of year and tourist season.
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unique definition of the notion of children beggaly among expelts, as well as by the fact that r;treet

chiliren cannot be identified due to the lack of personal documents and the fact that these children

have not been entered into Birth Registry. The second fact has even more serious repetcussrons.

Namely, such children have no health security, are offered no education arLd they carrnot use all

social welfare services (whLich are, at tirnes, more than appropriate).

3. The lack of understanding of the conditions and risk factors of children beggary

Representatives of executive governmental bodies (belonging to the social welfare system and the

poiice) have estimated that the following are the basic risk factors for the occurrence of children

i.gguty, tn 74% of cases - belonging to the Roma ethnic group and being forced to beg by an

otganied group, whereas poverty and being a homeless child have a significant$ lower inflrrence

(7 % and S%, r espectively).

Nevertheless, poverty is definitely a significant risk factor, and according to the children

themselves, it was just the poverty that caused such chjldren to start begging. Also, this has been

acknowledged in the serbian National Report (March 2011) on the inclusion of yor;ng JRoma

children, along with an estimate that the poverty of Roma children is ten times higher than the

poverty registered among the majority population.

4. Insufficient understancling of the crucial significance of the early childhood

The previous point is closr:1y related to the lack of timely reaction of the system to the children ages

0 to 6, when such children, start facing the poverty and the life in jeopardizing conditions which are

far from being stimulating; in every sense.

If such situation when attention at children is paid ordy when the time comes for them to start the

mandatory pre-schooi and primary educatiorL it will especially be late for children living and

growing in the streets in poverty, without adequate early stimulation in a family environment,

unsafe, exposed to cond itions which jeopardize their lives ald development and to the most

extreme modes of exploiteLtion.

5. Exclusion of children, their opinion and contribution to the understanding, eradicatiorr and
prevention of children beggary.

We have already seen that the perception of children beggg in the street is diJferent from the

perception of the employees in this sector. Therefore, it does not surprise that more than 5,0% of

children covered by some form of protection measures offered by the state refurn to the street and

continue begging, because these measures are both inefficient and inadequate.

6. The inaccessibility an<t impossibility of exercising the rights of these children in all syrstems
(legal, social, medical, educational, saf ety)

The current legislative regulations focus more on the services and measures, as well eLs the
competent authorities and institutions rendering the said services and undertaking the said
measures, instead of for:using on the children themselves, and even if the docurnen$ and
regulations mention the c.hildren, they usually refer to the children registered with any of the state
systems, which means that there are entire groups of children who fa1l victims to social exclusion,
neglec! abuse and exploitation (children living and working in the street and deating with be1;ging,
Roma childrer! young children and children without personal documents) and fall throug;h the
cracks o{ the governmental agenda.
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alleviate the damage suffered by the children whose lives and work are related to the street and

depend on begging.

Despite the recognition that these children are dre ones most susceptible to different forms of abuse

and expioitation by orgatized groups dealing with human trafficking, prostitution, distribution

and suies o{ psychoactive substances, orgar"Lized beggary and other criminal activities, the said

children are not protectect by the sociai welfare system or by police, or by any of other syfitems

(PA,s office, the courts do not prosecute the culprits) due to the difficulties in the identification, the

missing personal docume:nts and the fact that these children are not recogrrized as victims, lvhich

will also be discussed late:: in this article'

In the Republic of Serbia, it is only the non-governmental sector which has the necessary services

for direcfrendering of field services and for undertaking the measures with a view to alleviLating

the damage suffered by the chddren due to their long life and stay in the street and dealing with

beggary. At that, althoughL they perform this important ro1e, these organizations sti1l do not get any

funds for their operation from the local govemment/municipal budget and/or from the state

budget.

8. Incomplete and inade,luate legal framework for the eradication and prevention of children

beggary

The regulations defining beggary as an offence do not quote the lega1 meaning of this 'word.

Considering the differen:es among the govemmental bodies, but among the experts working

within one and the same body, as we1l, regarding the fact which behaviour can be defined as

beggary, the applicatiorL of 1aw onto cases of beggary can significantly differ frorrL one

governmental body to tl'rr: other, and these differences will not be based on 1aw, but on the free

interpretation of the decis:ion-maker.

Regulations defining bep;gary as an offence include no special norms for cases in which the

peipetrator of the offence of beggary is - a child, and the provisions of the regulations referrlng to

the responsibility of legal. entities which are guardians of children involved in begging actjLvities

have never been applied in practice.

The children involved in begging, both in the regulations and in practice, do not have a clearly
recognized status as chililren who ale victims of exploitation, violence, abuse and neglect. Cln the
contrary, as soon as they lurn 14, these children are regarded as perpetrators of criminal activities -

an offence, they become a legitimate object of police authorizations and the authorizations ,cf the

communal police, they un.dergo crirninal procedures and are penalized by certain sanctions'

Children beggary is alwalrs and without an exception a form of exploitation of children, their abuse
and neglect. Exposed to daily jeopardizing of their lives and health and risks of falling victims to
human trafficking, exclu.ded from regular education, an adequate family environment peer
groups, with the imposed duties of an adult person responsible for their own existence and for the
existence of their families, bereft of most activities accompanying a healthy childhood and the
period of growing-up, children involved in begging are deprived in a1l segments of their live,s, and
their proper development and wel-fare are endangered permanently and in multiple ways.

9. Insufficient capacitieri, inadequate competences and measures of the state and the non-
governmental sectors in the eradication and prevention of childlen beggary
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employees, their knowledge of and training for working with children involved in begging. The

.orir"qo...., of the above said include difficuities in the execution of preventive activities, and

they also contribute to the undertaking of inefficient and inadequate measures.

There are no professional r;tandards defining the manner in which state authorities and institu:tions

should act ilcases of children beggary. In cases when certain measures are uldertakery they are

characterized by the lack of orgarization, the non-existence of any system, and randomness. The

effects of the undertaken rneasures are not followed-up and are not analysed. Where data do exist,

they indicate that the hip;hest number of children who have suffered lega\ defined sanctions

because of begging return to the streets and continue begging. Criminalization and sanctioning of

children invofved in begging has not reduced the number of ,,street children", or children beg:,}ary,

either.
The state authorities and institutions cannot recognize their role in the prevention o{ children

beggary. They consider that they are responsible for reactive activities only - most of these are

protective, and a smaller part of them is repressive. hr accordance with this attitude, the measures

undertaken by the compe'tent authorities and institutions are just in firnction of their reaction to

children beggary and are not directed to its causes. Preventive measures - the ones which are

available and can have some irfluence on the causes of children beggary (such as financial help) -

are undertaken in a small rscope on1y.

10. The lack of inter-inr;titutional and inter-sector cooperation and of coordination of their

actions

The relations between the authorities and institutions are characterised by the lack of essential

cooperation because the curent coopelation boils dort'n to ,,servicing" and rendering occasional

services. lnformation in :most cases go in one direction orLly and there are no joint acti',rities.

Systems, which a child involved in beggary has to go through, are closed and there is no
in{ormation flow between them. These systems do not get any feedback from other systerns to
which they sent a child inwolved in beggary, and since there are no data on what happened to the

said child, they have no possibility to evaluate the measures which have been undertaken.

The cooperation between the authorities and institutions with the civil sector is on a very low levelr'

even in case of civil society organizations which deal with children involved in b"ggg and can be
a significant resource in thre prevention of children beggary.

11. The lack of cooperation between standard-prescribing systems and those which aLre to
observe these standards

There is no ,,vertical" or ,,horizontal" cooperation between ministries, as systems deterrnining and
prescribing work standards and policies, and lower-level authorities, which are meant to apply
them (social wefare institutions and police statioru and administrations), which causes a
dissonance between the p:rescribed strategies, rules and standards in the area of children protection
and their implementation in practice and everyday and specific actions of state authorities and
institutions.

You will notice that all 11 conclusions are negative (suffer from some lack, insufficiency, etc.), and
not even the one canrLot t'e ca11ed affirmative. Ergo, in terms of children beggary, the image ,of the
situation in Serbia is not optirnistic at all.

One conclusion that can be reached after the 11 negative conclusions listed above is that the
responsibility for the chijld ,,Labout" and children beggary is to be undertaken by everybody -

except by the children themselves. The cultural and social miLieu and economic conditions in vrhich
the farnfies of children involved in beggary live do not release them from the responsibilities for
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parental duties requires an intensive social and governmental suppoft, which is, at the moment,

sporadic and random, buldened by many conditions which carmot be met by these families. The
state is responsible in rnultiple ways: as the bearer of the duty to provide proper help and support
to the parents who directly take care of children in the exercise of their parenthood; as an
alternative .gardian" of r:hildren without parents, i.e. of children which are jeopardized withLin its

nuclear family; and as ther bearer of the obligation to protect each and every child from violence,
abuse, neglect and exploitation.

Based on the above given findings of the said researcb the Protector of Citizens/Ombudsman has
made the following RECCTMMENDATIONS organized according to their key topics and pursuant
to the entities responsible :'or resolving them:

1. It is necessary for the Children's Rights Council and the Government of the Repubiic of Serl:ia to
prepale a comprehensive national strategy for the protection of children whose lives and/or work
are related to the streets (,,street children") and submit it to the National Parliament for adoption,
which strategy would deline the standards and principles, the general guideiines, the competent
national bodies and meclhanisms for the reductiorL prevention and eradication of instances of
children living and working in the street and all forms of children abuse and exploitation,

In the preparation of tlLe national strategy, it is necessary to provide the highest leve1 of
participation of the childr:n whose lives and/or work are related to the street and to include their
perspecbive in the strategic planning.

2. It is necessary for the tSerbian Government to adopt a protocol for the protection of children
whose lives and/or work are related to the street (,,sheet children'), which would deterrnirLe the
competences, measures, actions and activities of state authorities, authorities of territorial
autonomies and local g;overnment bodies and public services, the manrLer of exhaustive
information exchange, res;ponsibiJities, control mechanisms, implementation monitoring and the
evaluation of the undertalken measules, arrd would define expert teams for their implementation,
as well as a body which would coordinate their actions and joint activities.

3. It is necessary for the N ational Parliarnent of the Republic of Serbia to include the considelation
of the Draft Law on the Rights of the Child in their agenda, which Law would be submitted by the
Ombudsman in accordance with his lega11y allowed actions (more on that later on).

4. The Ministries of Justice and of Internal Affairs have to alter the current regulations delining
offences and infringemenl: procedures, in order to exclude the liabillty of a child for begganz and
vagrancy, and to recognize the status of a victim of the offence committed by the activitl.es of
beggary and vagrancy to the child involved in beggary.

5. The Mir,ristries of Justice, Internal Affairs and of Labour and Social Policy have to alterr the
current regulations defining the record keeping in order to deterrnine a manner of recognLizing
children beggary and chdtl labour, to define indicators for monitoring this social occurrence and to
provide comprehensive monitoring of cases of children beggary.

6. The Ministry of kLtemal Affairs has to alter the current regulations which define crossing state
borders in order to regulate the manner in which children (persons under the age of 18) cross a
state border on their ow4 i.e. accompanied by persons who are not their parents, i.e. Iegal
guardians.

7. The Ministry of Human and Minority Rights, Public Administration and Locai Self -Government
has to alter the regulations defining the competences, authorities and duties of the communal
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ihildt"tt, and especially in working with children whose lives and/or work are related to the

stIeets.

8. The MirrListries of Justi:e, of Lrternal A{fairs, of Labour and Social Policy, of Health and of

Education and Science will alter the current expert educational programmes on the implemenl.ation

of the General and Specirll Protocols for the Protection of Crildren from Abuse and Neglect to

include the training on u'orking with the children whose lives and/or work are related to the

street (,,street children"), :i.e. will prepare special programmes for the education of experts on the

lives and work of the ,,stre et children".

9. The Children's Rights Council in the Serbian Government will orgarrize a national campaign in

order to draw the attentiorr of the general and professional public onto cases of children beggary, to
inform the said public on the risks and jeopardizes faced by the children included in beggar'4 and

on the consequences of their lives and work in the streets.

The national campaign rvill especially promote the significance and importance of the early

childhood and of timely high-quality interventions, as well as the reduction of the poverty Ior all

children with a view to pr,eventing and eradicating children beggary.

10. \Arhen planning their budgets, local government units will consider a possibfity of allocating
financial funds for the support to civil society organizations and their activities undertaken vvith a
view to protecting and helping ,,street children", the reduction and prevention of children belggary
and the protection of children included tn beggary, and all this either individually or in
cooperation with state authorities and public services.

11. The Ministries of Labour and Social Policy, of Education and Science, of lnternal Affairs, of
Health and local self-go',,'ernment units will p1ary organize and use the 1ocal authorities and
institutions to implement actions of approaching children involved in begging, ,,entering" their
settlements and of field vrork intended for the promotion of and information on the services and
rights which can be exerci,sed by chddren involved in begging.

12. The Ministry of Human and Minorities Rights Public Administration and Local Self-
Government, the Ministry o{ lnternal Affairs, the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, the Ministry
of Health and the Minisbfy of Education and Science will collect and edit the examples of good
practice and prepare materrials for the professionals, as well as materials @rochures, flyers, etc) for
children involved in beggary and their parents, which materials will explain the risksr and
consequences of long-telm stay arrd work in the street on the lives and development of children.

The recommendation referring to the adoption of a comprehensive Law on the Rights of the Child
is especialLy irnportant both to me and to other advocates of the children's rights concept in Serbia.
The question which is of ilirect impoltance for the issue of children beggary is a part of a Draft Law
referring to the special children protection measures. Special protection measures refer to the
provision of an exhaustive and comprehensive protection of the best interests of children belonging
to the especially vu-lnerat,1e groups. The Draft Law defines that the especially vulnerable groups
include: children which lLave been victims of violence, neglec! exploitatiory sexual assaults and
exploitatiory children trafficking, street children, children which have been victims of the abrrse of
drugs, tobacco, alcohol arLd other psycho-tropic substances, as well as of the abuse of medications
and having other harmful habits, children belonging to sexual minolity groups, children und,er the
age of 1-4 who have comrLitted legal offences, children breaching the law, asylum-seeking children
and refugees, children with disabilities and children belonging to national minorities. The Draft
also defines what a child victim is and it defines him/her as a child which has suffered vio.[ence,
neglect labour or any othLer form of exploitation, sexual assaults or exploitation, a child who is a
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victim of human trafficking, but also a child witr"ressing such exploitation and violence, even a child

tfueatened or intirnidated with the above mentioned actions.

When referring to these especially vulnerable groups of children, the Draft separately defined the

obligation of the public eruthorities to act preventively and to help and support the parents or

guardians of such chjldre:n. Also, the public authorities undertake to provide continuous training
on all risk factors threaterring the heaithy and safe life and development of children belonging to
especially vulnerable groups, which training will be intended for the childreru parents, guarclians,
foster parents and other physical entities raising and nurturing a child, but for professionals
dealing with children, as wel1. Apart from the trainin& one of the tasks of the public authorities
will include the implernerLtation of a continuous campaign for raising the awareness of risk factors
threatening the healthy and safe life and development of children belonging to especia$
vulnerable groups and of tJreir rights.

The general provisions of the Draft define, among everything else, the right of children to be saJe in
the following environrnents: within the family, in an educational institutioo in the local
community, in an institution wherein a child stays and in the work place (if a child is more than 15
years of age and working). We have also introduced a novelty here whlch requires the parents or
persons raising and nurtu.ring a child to provide constant supervision of a child under the aLge of
10, and an adult escort to all children under the age of 15 after 11 pm; if the responsible adults fail
to observe these measures, they shall be prosecuted.

These measures will probably draw special attention, but the Working goup that prepared the
Draft Law, shared a unani.mous opinion that these propositions are necessary in order to redu.ce all
situations exposing a chilit to the risk of becor:ring a victim to the very rninimum.

As for the introductory a.rticles, I would also like to mention the article requiring a rnandatory
cooperation of the public authorities, 1ega1 and physical entities in the exercising, improvemenLt and
protection of the children's rights.

I would like to finish witlrL a sincere belief that the Law on the Rights of the Child, although I have
little hust in the power ot' law per se, will gradualiy change the consciousness of the professionals
working with and for the children, as well as of parents and other persons taking care of children
and the entire public and their understanding that respecting children's rights is the fhst necessary
step in the creation of a r,:sponsible, successful and satisfied individual, and consequentialTy, of a
societv which would deveiop the same characteristics.

OMBUDSMANFORTHE
OF THE CHILD

(Ut'"/,,
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